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Trusted
Third Party Servicer
Since 1998 Default Prevention, Inc. has provided
higher education clients with a trusted and proven
third party default prevention service .
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Third Party Student Loan Consultants
Do one thing and do it well.

Default
Prevention, Inc
Your

trusted

third party servicer

“Our mission is to provide default aversion services to the higher education
community, focused on contacting and creating positive repayment results
for borrowers; thereby, benefiting the borrower, the title iv community and
ultimately our country’s educational integrity.”
Angie Klabacka, President
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OFFICE
6370 Annie Oakley Dr
Las Vegas, NV 89120
phone: 702-434-4085
email: admin@defaultprevention.com
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The ^%$#^ School!
Some borrowers may not talk to the
school for a variety of reasons; but, they
will talk to us!
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Reconcile

Report

How do you gain positive
contact? References,
employers, relatives...

Resolution is satisfying
to all parties. Positive
repayment is the goal

Reconciliation with NSLDS
and servicers ensure
accurate data

Reports allow planning
and evaluation of
effectiveness

RESOLUTION
SERVICES
Positive Contact

Contacting borrowers will always be the main
method of resolving borrower delinquencies.
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POSTAL SERVICE

SKIP TRACING

I AM BURIED IN DEBT!
We hear it alot, and it is a deal breaker
for many borrowers until we can show
them the light at the end of the tunnel.

BORROWERS
“Young and naive”? Maybe, but not always!
Many borrowers end up in delinquency status for a variety of
reasons. Positive repayment begins with understanding the
borrowers situation and applying the necessary advice to move
them out of delinquency and into a positve repayment plan.

My loan is what?
Many students are surprised to hear
their loan is in negative status and are
very cooperative and easy to help.

